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an exploration brings the benefit of self-knowledge. It is not paralyz

ing, It sends her back to the real world all the stronger, 
The holonovel offers a model of an art fonn that is based on the 

most powerful technology of sensory illusion imaginable but is never

theless continuous with the larger human tradition of storytelling, 

stretching from the heroic bards through the nineteenth-century 

novelists. The feely (and its successors) offers an opposing image of a 

sensation-based storytelling medium that is intrinsically degrading, 

fragmenting, and destructive of meaning, a medium whose success 

implies the death of the great traditions of humanism, or even a fun

damental shift in human nature itself. Neither vision of the future re

futes the other. Together they sum up the hopes and fears aroused by 

the increasingly visceral representational technologies of the twenti

eth century. As these utopian and dystopian fictions remind us, we 

rely on works of fiction, in any medium, to help us understand the 

world and what it means to be human. Eventually all successful story

telling technologies become "transparent": we lose consciousness of 

the medium and see neither print nor film but only the power of the 

story itself. If digital art reaches the same level of expressiveness as 

these older media, we will no longer concern ourselves with how we 

are receiving the information. We will only think about what truth it 

has told us about our lives, 
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assimilating greater powers of representation all the time, as 

researchers try to build within it a virtual reality that is as deep and 

rich as reality itself. 
The technical and economic cultivation of this fertile new 

medium of communication has led to several new varieties of narra .. 

tive entertainment. These new storytelling formats vary from the 

shoot .. 'em .. up videogame and the virtual dungeons of Internet role .. 

playing games to the postmodern literary hypertext. This wide range 

of narrative art holds the promise of a new medium of expression that 

is as varied as the printed book or the moving picture. Yet it would be 

a mistake to compare the first fruits of a new medium too directly 

with the accustomed yield of older media. We cannot use the English 

theater of the Renaissance or the novel of the nineteenth century or 

even the average Hollywood film or television drama of the 1990s as 

the standard by which to judge work in a medium that is going 

through such rapid technical change. 
In 1455, Gutenberg invented the printing press-but not the book 

as we know it. Books printed before 1501 are called incunabula; the 

word is derived from the Latin for swaddling clothes and is used to in .. 

dicate that these books are the work of a technology still in its in .. 

fancy. It took fifty years of experimentation and more to establish 

such conventions as legible typefaces and proof sheet corrections; 

page numbering and paragraphing; and title pages, prefaces, and 

chapter divisions, which together made the published book a coher .. 

ent means of communication. The garish videogames and tangled 

Web sites of the current digital environment are part of a similar pe .. 

riod of technical evolution, part of a similar struggle for the conven .. 

tions of coherent communication.
1 

Similarly, new narrative traditions do not a~ise out of the blue. A 

particular technology of communication-the printing press, the 

movie camera, the radio-may startle us when it first arrives on the 

scene, but the traditions of storytelling are continuous and feed into 

one another both in content and in form. The first published books 

were taken from the manuscript tradition. Malory's Marte d'Arthur, 
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written in manuscript in 1470, drew on prose and poetry versions of 

the Camelot legend in both French and English, which in turn drew 

on centuries of oral storytelling. The elements of the story were all 

there already: the rise and fall of the hero Arthur, the gallantry of the 

knights, the love between Guinevere and Lancelot, and the des true .. 

tion of the Round Table through civil war. But Malory's prose brought 

these elements together and introduced colloquial dialogue, more 

consistent plotting, and a pervasive tone of nostalgia. Fifteen years 

later, William Caxton took Malory's separate tales and bound them 

together into a single volume, with descriptive chapter headings that 

lured readers into the story. Only then, after such long episodic nar .. 

ratives were commonplace in publishing, could Cervantes write a 

contemporary tale like Don Quixote (1605), which marks the begin .. 

ning of the European novel. 

We can see the same continuities in the tradition that runs from 

nineteenth .. century novels to contemporary movies. Decades before 

the invention of the motion picture camera, the prose fiction of the 

nineteenth century began to experiment with filmic techniques. We 

can catch glimpses of the coming cinema in Emily Bronte's complex 

use of flashback, in Dickens' crosscuts between intersecting stories, 

and in Tolstoy's battlefield panoramas that dissolve into c1ose .. up 

vignettes of a single soldier. Though still bound to the printed page, 

storytellers were already striving toward juxtapositions that were eas .. 

ier to manage with images than with words. 

Now, in the incunabular days of the narrative computer, we can 

see how twentieth .. century novels, films, and plays have been steadily 

pushing against the boundaries of linear storytelling. We therefore 

have to start our survey of the harbingers of the holodeck with a look 

at c:multiform stories, that is, linear narratives straining against the 

boundary of predigital media like a two .. dimensional picture trying to 

burst out of its frame. 
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The Multiform Story 

I am using the term multiform story to describe a written or dramatic 

narrative that presents a single situation or plotline in multiple ver ... 

sions, versions that would be mutually exclusive in our ordinary ex ... 

perience. Perhaps the best ... known example of a multiform plot is 

Frank Capra's beloved Christmas story, It's a Wonderful Life (1946), 
in which hardworking, benevolent George Bailey, as played by Jimmy 

Stewart, is given a vision of what his town would have been like if 

he had never lived. The film juxtaposes two divergent pictures of 

George's hometown: the present ... time Bedford Falls, in which 

George has saved his father's small savings and loan bank, married 

the town librarian, and been a benefit to his community, and a town 

originally called Bedford Falls but renamed Pottersville by the evil 

big banker Potter, a town in which there is no savings and loan to 

offer mortgages, the librarian is a bitter old maid, and everyone's life 

is poorer and meaner without George's compassionate guidance. 

The movie as a whole pivots around the moment when George, fac ... 

ing ruin and remembering all the disappointments of his life, is 

standing on a bridge contemplating suicide. The whimsical angel 

Clarence persuades him to live by running a kind of simulation ex ... 

periment-a replay of the past thirty years in Bedford Falls as it 

would have turned out if George had never been born. In this film 

the multiform story format works as a kind of scientific proof of the 

meaning of one person's life. 
But for many postmodern writers, the quintessential multiform 

narrative is the much darker story in Jorge Luis Borges's "The Gar ... 

den of Forking Paths" (1941). Here the pivotal moment is a seem .. 

ingly meaningless act of murder. The narrator, Dr. Yu Tsun, is a 

German spy during World War I who knows that he is on the verge 

of capture. He resolves to murder a man named Steven Albert, 

whose name he has selected from the phone book. Albert, by coinci .. 

dence, has devoted his life to studying an incoherent novel (which is 

also called The Garden of Forking Paths) written by Ts'ui Pen, an an' 
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cest~r of the ~arrator. As Albert explains to Yu Tsun, the story of the 

forkIng p~th 1S really a labyrinth because it is based on a radical 

reconcept10n of time: 

In all fiction, when a man is faced with alternatives he ch oases one at 

the expense of the others. In the almost unfathomable Ts'ui Pen, he 

chooses-simultaneously-all of them. He thus creates various fu ... 

tures, various times which start others that will in their turn branch 

out and bifurcate in other times. (P. 98) 

Time in Ts'ui Pen's world is not an "absolute and uniform" I' b 
, fi' " b" h 1ne ut 

an 1n n1te we t at "embraces every possibility." Albert tells his fu ... 

t~re murderer that they are living in a world of similarly bifurcating 

time, full of many alternate realities: 

We do not exist in most of them. In some you exist and not I, while in 

others I do, and you do not, and in yet others both of us exist. In this 

one, in which chance has favored me, you have come to my gate. In 

another, you, crossing the garden have found m d d I , e ea. n yet 

another, I say these very same words, but am an error. h 
(P. 100) , a p antoffi. 
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It se~me~ to me that the dew ... damp garden surrounding the house 

"o/as 1nfinltely saturated with invisible people. All were Albert and 

myself, secretive, busy and multiform in other d' , f ' 

(P 

ImenSlOns a t1me. 
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The notion of multiple possible worlds seems at first to absolve the 

narrator of moral responsibility and to make the deed m h ' He d uc eaSIer. 
, ~ur ers the unsuspecting Albert while his back is turned cho ... 
mg h iS; , ' as , ;. moment 1n order to be as merciful as possible. It i d' ... 
SlOnate .. ' , s a lspas 

,,' cnme, a tnumph of cryptography. Yu Tsun has succeeded in 
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sending a message alerting the Germans to attack a city named AI .. 

bert by causing his own name to appear linked with the name of his 

victim in newspapers. Since Yu Tsun does not believe in the German 

cause, the murder is a deeply meaningless act of pure communica .. 

tion. Yet the story ends with the narrator full of "infinite penitence 

and sickness of heart" (p. 101). The fact that Yu Tsun's experience of 

life is only a slender thread in the infinite web of his possible lives 

does not change the fact that he is firmly embedded in his single lived 

reality. 
A similarly pullulating moment underlies Delmore Schwartz's 

chilling story "In Dreams Begin Responsibilities," first published in 

1937. The story is told by a 21 .. year .. old narrator who is dreaming that 

he is watching a silent movie of the day his father proposed to his 

mother on a date at Coney Island. His parents are engagingly vulner .. 

able and hopeful, though it is achingly clear that they will make one 

another quite miserable. In the central scene of the story, the narrator 

watches as his father confidently orders an ocean .. view table in the 

best restaurant on the boardwalk and awkwardly makes his proposal; 

his mother weeps with joy as she accepts. At this moment the narra .. 

tor rises from his seat in the theater and begins to shout at the char .. 

acters on the screen: "Don't do it. It's not too late to change your 

minds, both of you. Nothing good will come of it, only remorse, 

hatred, scandal, and two children whose characters are monstrous" 

(p. 6). But the usher forces him to sit down while the unchangeable 

past continues to unfold on the screen. 
Near the end of the story, the narrator's mother feels compelled to 

enter a palmistry booth. His father grudgingly waits around with her 

until the fortune .. teller appears. 

But suddenly my father feels that the whole thing is intolerable; he 

tugs at my mother's arm, but my mother refuses to budge. And then~ 
in terrible anger, my father lets go of my mother's arm and strides out~ 
leaving my mother stunned. She moves to go after my father, but the 

fortune .. teller holds her arm tightly and begs her not to do so, and I in 
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my seat am shocked more than can ever be said, for I feel as if I were 

walking a tight .. rope a hundred feet over a circus .. audience and sud .. 

denly the rope is showing signs of breaking, and I get up from my seat 

and begin to shout once more the first words I can think of to com .. 

municate my terrible fear ... and I keep shouting: "What are they 

doing? Don't they know what they are doing? Why doesn't my mother 

go after my father? If she does not do that, what will she do? Doesn't 

my father know what he is doing?" (P. 8) 

As these alternate futures pullulate around his mother in the 

fortune .. teller's booth, the dreamer is scolded by the usher in words 

that sum up his feelings of panic. "You can't carry on like this," he is 

told. "Everything you do matters too much" (pp. 8-9). The danger for 

the narrator is the same one George Bailey faces: the danger of wish .. 

ing never to have been born and having your wish come true. The 

story ends here as he wakes up "into the bleak winter morning" of his 

twenty .. first birthday, into the reality that is the result of his mother's 

moment of choice. 

Schwartz's story was arresting when it came out, as Irving Howe 

remembers, in its depiction of the inexorability of the past as a movie 

reel that "must run its course; it cannot be cut; it cannot be edited."2 

But from the perspective of the 1990s, we can see that the originality 

€)fthe story also lies in its dramatization of the narrator's position in 

the audience as he attempts to tum a linear, passive medium into an 

ihteractive one. The question that is tormenting him is not whether 

he can bear to witness the past by watching the painful film unroll, 

but whether he would choose to change it if he could. Would the 

dre.flmer redream his parents' unhappy love story knowing that if he 
d'd h ' 1 so e mIght never wake up? The multiform story is an expression 

of th~ anxiety aroused by posing such choices to oneself. 

To explore such questions concretely in linear media, we usually 

have to enter the realm of science fiction. In fact, Schwartz's narra .. 

~or's disturbing fantasy of undoing his parents' marriage by interrupt .. 
mg th . em moment of betrothal is replayed as a farcical adventure in 
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the Robert Zemeckis hit film Back to the Future (1985). When the 

hero, teenager Marty McFly, time .. travels back to the 1950s, his pho .. 

tograph of himself and his siblings starts to fade as his bumbling ac .. 

tions make his parents' marriage less and less likely. To survive his 

adventure, Marty must make sure his parents kiss at a particular mo .. 

ment of the upcoming high school dance, and he is appalled to realize 

just how unlikely their union seems to be. The moment of the k~ss is 

so pivotal that it is repeated in the sequel movie, with a second time .. 

traveling Marty seeing it (and risking its disruption) all over again. As 

George McFly stands on the dance floor in the school gym, unable to 

work up the courage to embrace his very willing partner, Marty No.1, 

who has been playing guitar onstage to keep the mood going, starts to 

fade out of existence, a victim of his father's sexual cowardice. In the 

sequel version, Marty No.2 is suspended on the catwalk over the 

stage, fleeing the villain and in danger of falling, much like Schwartz's 

narrator, who feels suspended on a mental "tightrope" as his mother 

stands between the fortune .. teller and her fate. 
Of course, in the Hollywood version of the disrupted proposal 

story there is a much happier ending: not only do Marty's father and 

mother get together, but George McFly, who would otherwise remain 

an ineffectual and cowardly nerd, rescripts his life when he makes a 

fist and hits the evil bully, Biff. Marty returns to a world in which his 

father is a successful science fiction writer, his mother is thin and 

cheerful, his sister is popular, his brother has a good job, and he 

has unrestricted access to the family car. He has achieved a familiar 

twentieth .. century adolescent fantasy: to totally remake his family ac .. 

cording to his own desires. 
Part of the impetus behind the growth of the multiform story is the 

dizzying physics of the twentieth century, which has told us that our 

common perceptions of time and space are not the absolute truths we 

had been assuming them to be. The emotional conundrums of the 

Einsteinian view have been most explicitly explored in Alan Light

man's Einstein's Dreams (1993), which offers poetic vignettes of 

human life as it might be under other systems of time. For instancef(in 
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a world in which "time has three dimensions, like space," a man 

stands on a balcony in Berne thinking about a woman in Fribourg. 

"His hands grip the metal balustrade, let go, grip again. Should he 

visit her. Should he visit her?" (pp. 18-19). In one world he decides 

not to go and instead "keeps to the company of men" until three years 

later he meets a nice woman in a clothing shop in Neuchatel who 

eventually comes to live with him and with whom he contentedly 

grows old. In another he decides he "must see" the woman in Fri .. 

bourg despite her volatility; he leaves his job and moves to Fribourg, 

where they live stormily together and "he is happy with his anguish." 

In the third world he is also driven to see her but they merely talk for 

an hour and then she says she must leave; he returns to his balcony 

feeling empty. How do people live in a world where they are con .. 

scious of the world splitting in three at every decision point, a world 

in which there are infinite alternatives to every situation? Lightman 

imagines it this way: 

Some make light of decisions, arguing that all possible decisions will 

occur. In such a world, how could one be responsible for his actions? 

Others hold that each decision must be considered and committed to, 

that without commitment there is chaos. Such people are content to 

live in contradictory worlds, so long as they know the reason for each. 

(P. 22) 

Lightman's story, like Borges's, is a haunting evocation of the world 

of ordinary experience, of our own perception of moments of choice 

tl:i'at teem with multiple possibilities, all of which seem authentic-if 

not in their "quantum signatures" (as science fiction writers would 

sa.y), then in their emotional signatures. We know what it feels like to 

stand"on that balcony and consider three possible lives that all feel 

r~al. We are outgrowing the traditional ways of formulating this expe .. 

nence because they are not detailed or comprehensive enough to ex .. 

press our sense of the pullulating possibilities of life. 

The most successful attempt to portray multiple alternate realities 

Within , a coherent linear story is Harold Ramis's farcical movie 
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Groundhog Day (1993), in which a selfish and bitter weatherman 

named Phil is forced to relive a single winter's day in a hick Pennsyl, 

vania town until he gets it right. The film works in part because it 

never attempts to explain why Phil keeps waking up on the same 

day.3 It just puts him in this absurd situation and watches what he 

does about it. The day is detailed as a series of witty variations on a 

set of comic motifs. Rushing to do a broadcast about the appearance 

of the groundhog, Phil is accosted by an overfriendly high school 

friend, Ned, who tries to sell him insurance. In his haste to get away 

from the irritating Ned, Phil steps off a curb and into a deep puddle of 

water. The scene is shown four times with interesting variations, in' 

cluding one in which Phil embraces Ned first and with so much in' 

tensity that Ned is the one to run away. The pleasure for the audience 

is in savoring the variations, wondering how Phil is going to play it 

this time. Phil's life is not an inexorable film reel, like the Coney Is, 

land date in Schwartz's dream,movie, but an endless series of retakes. 

When he sets out to seduce his producer, Rita, he repeats his date 

with her endlessly, revising every aspect of it to suit her tastes and 

fantasies, only to wind up slapped and rejected many times over. 

Eventually Philleams to live his one day as a better person; he takes 

up the piano, prevents the accidents he knows are due to happen, 

and opens his heart to the people he formerly looked on with con' 

tempt. Once he gets the day right, he wins Rita's love and finally 

wakes up on February 3. 
Groundhog Day is, in its way, an updating of the familiar marriage 

plot, like the ones in Jane Austen's novels, in which courtship is de' 

picted as a process of moral education. Because Phil is a man of the 

1980s, his learning is conducted in the form of an educational simu, 

lation-the opposite of the one the angel Clarence runs for George 

Bailey-in which the town is held constant and only the protagonist 

changes. Because of his simulation structure, Groundhog Day, though 

it has none of the shoot" em' up content of videogames, is as much 

like a videogame as a linear film can be. 
Multiform stories often reflect different points of view of the same 
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event. The classic example of this genre is Rashomon (1950), the 

Kurosawa film in which the same crime is narrated by four different 

people: a rape victim; her husband, who is murdered; the bandit who 

attacks them; and a bystander. The increasing moral confusion of 

their accounts in part reflects the postwar cultural crisis in Japan. 

Similarly, in Milorad Pavic's Dictionary of the Khazars (1988) the im, 

pending dissolution of Yugoslavia is prefigured by the fragmentary ac, 

count of a mythical lost tribe whose history is known through 

conflicting Christian, Jewish, and Moslem versions. The book is de, 

signed as three incomplete "dictionaries" (really more like encyclope, 

dias) , which represent the three religious traditions and have 

conflicting entries for the same events. Although published in a 

bound volume, the book is not meant to be read in consecutive order , 
as the author tells the reader: 

The three books of this dictionary ... can be read in any order the 

reader desires; he may start with the book that fal1s open as he picks 

up the dictionary ... The Khazar Dictionary can also be read diago, 

nal1y, to get a cross,section of al1 three registers-the Islamic, the 

Christian, and the Hebrew ... He may move through the book as 

through a forest from one marker to the next ... He can rearrange it 

in an infinite number of ways, like a Rubik cube ... Each reader wil1 

put together the book for himself, as in a game of dominoes or cards, 

and as with a mirror, he will get out of this dictionary as much as he 

puts into it. (Pp. 12-13) 

The fragmentation of the story structure represents patterns of 

historical fragmentation, and the patterns of readings echo the char, 

acters' efforts to reconstruct the past in order to restore a lost coher, 

etlce. 

As this wide variety of multiform stories makes clear, print and mo, 

don picture stories are pushing past linear formats not out of mere 

playfulness but in an effort to give expression to the characteristically 

twentieth, century perception of life as composed of parallel possibili, 

ties. iMultiform narrative attempts to give a simultaneous form to 
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these possibilities, to allow us to hold in our minds at the same time 

multiple contradictory alternatives. Whether multiform narrative is a 

reflection of post' Einsteinian physics or of a secular society haunted 

by the chanciness of life or of a new sophistication in narrative think, 

ing, its alternate versions of reality are now part of the way we think, 

part of the way we experience the world. To be alive in the twentieth 

century is to be aware of the alternative possible selves, of alternative 

possible worlds, and of the limitless intersecting stories of the actual 

world. To capture such a constantly bifurcating plotline, however, 

one would need more than a thick labyrinthine novel or a sequence 

of films. To truly capture such cascading permutations, one would 

need a computer. 

The Active Audience 

When the writer expands the story to include multiple possibilities, 

the reader assumes a more active role. Contemporary stories, in high 

and low culture, keep reminding us of the storyteller and inviting us 

to second, guess the choices he or she has made. This can be unset' 

tling to the reader, but it can also be experienced as an invitation to 

join in the creative process. 
Italo Calvina's If on a Winter's Night a Traveler (1979) is a novel in 

the form of a long meditation on fiction making, a story that keeps 

unraveling and restarting itself. In a world that is perceived as a vast 

interconnected web, how is the author to know which thread to pull 

on first? How can he hope "to establish the exact moment in which a 

story begins"? 

Everything has already begun before, the first line of the first page of 

every novel refers to something that has already happened outside the 

book .... The lives of individuals of the human race form a constant 

plot, in which every attempt to isolate one piece of living that has a 

meaning separate from the rest-for example, the meeting of twO 

people, which will become decisive for both-must bear in mind that 
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each of the two brings with himself a texture of event, environments, 

other people, and that from the meeting, in turn, other stories will be 

derived which will break off from their common story. (P. 153) 

The beginning of any story is fraught with possibilities: 

On the wall facing my desk hangs a poster somebody gave me. The 

dog Snoopy is sitting at a typewriter, and in the cartoon you read the 

sentence, "It was a dark and stormy night .... " Every time I sit down 

here I read, "It was a dark and stormy night " and th . 1 . . . e Impersona ' 

ity of that incipit seems to open the passage from one world to the 

other, from the time and space of here and now to the time and space 

of the written word; I feel the thrill of a beginning that can be fol, 

lowed by multiple developments, inexhaustibly. (Pp. 176-77) 

The commitment to any particular story is a painful diminution of 

the intoxicating possibilities of the blank page. Calvina's fiction is of, 

fering a new kind of story pleasure, a delight not in the tale but in the 

fe tile mind of the writer. 

It is not just intellectual fiction that has become so self,aware. Ev, 

idence of the same tendency in popular fiction is as close at hand as 

two of my son's recent Christmas presents. Popular comic book writer 

Mike Baron introduces a collection of the first five Nexus issues with 

a chatty description of his collaboration with his graphic artist part, 

ner, Steve Rude. He shares with the readers his perspective on one of 

the main villains of the ongoing story: "I think Nexus' universe would 

i be a duller place without Ursula, but the Dude is constantly howling 

tor her blood. I've saved her life several times in impassioned late' 

l).ight phone calls." When the writer talks about her in this way, Dr, 

sula loses credibility as a fictional character but she becomes more 

m,teresting as an aspect of her creators' imagination. The important 

contest for the reader, the focus of dramatic suspense, is not the one 

between Nexus and Ursula but between Baron and Rude. 

Giving the audience access to the raw materials of creation runs 

the risk of undermining the narrative experience. I lose patience with 
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Calvino when he repeatedly dissolves the illusion. When in Ground~ 
hog Day the conversation at a bar between Phil and Rita is repeated 

over and over again to show how Phil changes his pickup routine 

over several days, the sequence looks confusingly like a series of re~ 
takes of a single movie scene; I am reminded that I am watching Bill 

Murray and Andie MacDowell repeating lines for the camera. Never~ 
theless, calling attention to the process of creation in this way can 

also enhance the narrative involvement by inviting readers/viewers 

to imagine themselves in the place of the creator. 
Murder mysteries, for example, count on the reader to be aware of 

the conventions of the form and to anticipate multiple arrangements 

of the elements provided by the author. Is that odd~looking woman 

outside the murder scene an important witness? A murderer? The 

next victim? Is she perhaps not a woman at all but a man in disguise? 

Serial narratives like Victorian novels or contemporary television 

shows also sustain audience involvement between installments by 

skillfully setting up plot patterns that encourage speculation on 

which possibilities will be developed. Comic book franchises ac~ 
knowledge and encourage the audience's free~form fantasies by pub~ 
lishing special series devoted to events that are contrary to the official 

history of the characters but full of interesting narrative possibilities. 

Marvel Comics uses its "What If . . . ?" monthly series to explore such 

questions as "What if Spiderman's uncle had not died?" and "What if 

Spiderman had never gotten superpowers?"; and DC Comics uses its 

forty~eight~page Elseworlds issues (twice the size of the usual 

monthly) to imagine Superman transported to the Metropolis of Fritz 

Lang's 1926 film or Batman born into Victorian England and fighting 

Jack the Ripper. These efforts assume a sOEh~tic~ti0n on the art of 
the audience, an eagerness to transpose and reassemble the separate 

>f: elements 0 a-;t~ry and an ability to keep in mind multiple altemate 

versions of the same fictional world. 
Although television viewers have long been accused of being less 

actively engaged than readers or theatergoers, research on fan culture 
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provides considerable evidence that viewers actively appropriate the 

stories of their favorites series.4 Fan culture has grown over the past 

decades through conventions, underground magazines, and the trad~ 

ing of home videos. The Internet has accelerated this growth by pro~ 

viding a medium in which fans can carry on (typed) conversations 

with one another and often with the producers, writers, and stars of 

ongoing series. Much of this discourse is focused on the consistency 

of the shows, with careful debate on such issues as whether a sup~ 

porting character on a sitcom is a widower or a divorce or which fic~ 

tional New York City cop most deserves a promotion. 

In addition to sharing critical commentary and gossip, fans create 

their own stories by taking characters and situations from the series 

and developing them in ways closer to their own concerns. Star Trek 
fans in particular have produced a vast literature of alternate adven~ 

tures over the thirty years since the original series aired. Women writ~ 

ers have created stories in which the female characters take over the 

ship or refuse the advances of the notoriously lecherous Captain 

Kirk. The romantic rivalry of the aggressive Worf and the egotistical 

Riker for the voluptuous Deanna Troi has inspired many more fan~ 

written stories than episodes of the Next Generation series in which it 

was introduced. With the advent of the VCR, a new branch of fan lit~ 

erature has arisen in which actual scenes from the broadcast pro~ 

grams are reedited into new stories. Kirk and Spock, whose friendship 

is a centerpiece of the original series, have been reinterpreted as 

, lovers through the magic of videotape. This "textual poaching," as 

media critic Henry Jenkins has called it, has be~ome even more wide~ 
spread on the World Wide Web, which functions as a global fanzine. 

Although some copyright holders have protested, fans have little 

tr~uble obtaining digital images and even digital video clips from 

their favorite series, which they put to their own use on personal Web 

pages. ~he imaginative involvement of fans give~ them a strong sense 

of entitlement to the images associated with their --favorite shows. 

en the Microsoft Network closel ; ff its official Stdr Trek Wet) site 
~ , 

tar Trek Continuum," to users with non~Microsoft Web browsers , 
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fans organized a protest campaign and enjoyed pointing out how su .. 

perior their own Web pages were to the official site. . 
The most active form of audience engagement comes in role .. 

playing clubs. Fans of fantasy literature from Tolkien to space oper~s 
have joined together for live .. action role .. playing (LARP) games in 

which they assume the roles of characters in the original stories to 

make up new characters within the same fictional universe. T~iS 
youthful gaming world, which began with twelve-year-olds pla~g 
Dungeons and Dragons in the 1970s, has grown by the 1990s to in .. 

clude long .. standing, organized role .. playing groups composed of 

dozens of college students and young professionals.
s 

Some of these 

games, like a San Francisco vampire group of post-college-age play

ers, last for several years, with players maintaining the same character 

over the course of the game. Others, like many of those created for 

the Assassins' Guild, a role .. playing club at MIT, can be over in an in .. 

tense weekend. Some of the games focus on jousts and ambushes, 

others on elaborate political negotiation, and still others on skillful 

improvisations of dramatic scenes. In all of them, the player~ share ~ 
sense of exploring a common fictional landscape and inventing theu 

stories as they go along. 
Role .. playing games are theatrical in a nontraditional but thrilling 

way. Players are both actors and audience for one ano~h.:r, B1~~ 
events.th;YQ2~~!~y~2f~~ive tl:l~~~:me4iacy of p~rsonal (!:~I),~Ii~!lce . 
For instance, in a live .. action game at MIT set in a world populated by 

characters based on Shakespeare's plays, Seth McGinnis, a graduat .. 

ing senior, had the secret identity of Puck from Midsummer Night's 
Dream. Puck was disguised from the other players as a member of a 

troupe of traveling actors who stage a performance of the pyra~us 
and Thisbe scene from Midsummer Night's Dream with Puck playmg 

the role of the lover Pyramus. Seth decided to take advantage of the 

confusion that occurs as everyone leaves the "theater" to use his fairy 

powers to create an illusory wall between a prisoner and his guards, 
thus allowing the prisoner to escape. Puck's wall actually consisted of 

one of the game masters standing for five minutes with arms 
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stretched across the entrance to a stairway leading from the MIT 

classroom designated as a town square to the MIT classroom desig .. 

nated as the tavern. Pyramus and Thisbe talk to one another through 

a similar illusory wall, portrayed by a comically clumsy actor who uses 

his fingers to make a chink through which the lovers whisper. The 

crudely portrayed wall is an enduringly charming bit of stage business 

within the original play and a gentle reminder of the make .. believe of 

theater itself. The wall in the game, like the wall in the play, was a 

consensual reality. The players joined in the creation of the illusion 

by poking at the wall, expressing amazement at its sudden appear .. 

ance, and proclaiming that they could not see around it. But unlike 

actors in a play, the players were also genuinely puzzled about how 

the wall was created and by whom. Puck's wall had the arresting pres .. 

ence of a spontaneous event. It will not last as long as Shakespeare's, 

but for the people playing the game that night it was even more dra .. 

matically compelling. 

Live theater has been incorporating the same qualities of spon .. 

Vi taneity and audience involvement for some time. Improvisational 

groups solic~t suggestions from audience 1l}.~ll1bers aruT offer the; ilie 

· \ eas~re . of per~onnanc: .combined wit~.~h!. !?.1~!!~ure ':?t ~i~:s.;ing 
~. ~~eany.e InVennOlJ,'N,Parttcipatory dinner theater casts the members of 
'i the audience as bit players in a group event, such as a comic wedding, 

jury trial, or wake. Mainstream audiences have recently accepted 

being addressed from the stage as schoolchildren or PTA members, 

and have even followed actors around a New York townhouse.6 

Commercial role .. playing games mix actors with paying guests who 

solve a mystery or enact a spy drama over a weekend at a vacation re .. 

sort. In all of these gatherings, the attraction lies in inviting the audi .. 

ence onto the stage, into the realm of illusion. These are all holodeck 

experiences without the machinery. 

And the machinery-all but three .. dimensional holograms

seems not that far away. Since the 1980s, gaming environments 

called MUDs (Multi .. User Domains) have allowed distant players on 

the Internet to share a common virtual space in which they can 
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"chat" with one another (by typing) in real time. 
7 
Words typed by fel

low players allover the planet appear on each player's screen as the 

players improvise scenes together and collectively imagine fictional 

worlds. As the social psychologist Sherry Turkle has persuasIvely 

demonstrated, MUDs are intensely "evocative" environments for 

fantasy play that allow people to create and sustain elaborate fictional 

personas over long periods of time. Every day, and particularly every 

night, thousands of people forsake real life (RL) and meet in virtual 

space "in character" (IC) to play out stories based on favorite books, 

movies, or television shows. This new kind of adult narrative pleasure 

involves the sustained collaborative writing of stories that are mix .. 

tures of the narrated and the dramatized and that are not meant to be 

watched or listened to but shared by the players as an alternate real-

ity they all live in together. 

Movies in Three Dimensions 

We do not have to wait for Star Trek's fanciful molecular replication 

technology or the "emotional engineers" of Brave New World to see 

three .. dimensional fictional characters standing before our eyes. The 

Sony !MAX Theater across from Lincoln Center in New York City is 

the very model of Huxley's Alhambra. Entering a lobby ringed with 

video screens and ticket machines, you ascend through an atrium of 

multistory escalators and pass through a seemingly limitless expanse 

of theaters until you reach, at the very top, "the BIGGEST movie screen 

on earth." How big is it? A video monitor is winking away over the 

waiting area to bombard you with the statistics., The 3 .. D screen is 

eight stories high and 100 feet wide, the size of seven elephants; the 

special film is ten times the size of 3Smm film, is stored in a canister 

that is 7.5 feet in diameter, and runs in a projector that weighs 500 

pounds and uses 18,000 watts of electricity. Inside you sit in a cheer

ful, spacious, banked theater facing the indeed enormous screen, and 

though there are no feely knobs, you are provided with a pair of plas

tic 3-D goggles with liquid crystal lenses and built-in speakers that 
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create a "personal sound environment." The goggles are engineered 

so that an undetectable shutter action takes place many times a sec .. 

~nd, blanking out one eye and then the other, to send two separate 

lmages to the imaging centers of your brain. It is the combination of 

the slightly different left and right images that produces the appear .. 

ance of three .. dimensional space. 

When the movie starts, the sensation is not of size or gadgetry but 

of a magical apparition, for the 3 .. D movies that are shown in this 

new Alhambra make conventional movies look like daguerreotypes. 

The world that is displayed through those lightweight and soon for .. 

gotten goggles has the depth and dimension of the actual world 

where you can see around things, look left and right, and shift yOU; 

focus from back to front within the same image. The size of the film 

means an increase in information, offering a richer and therefore 

more persuasive visual illusion. It is not merely a larger image but a 

more present reality. 

For a short feature this sense of presence is exciting in itself. When 

I saw my first 3 .. D movie at Disney World's Epcot Center in the 

1980s, I held my breath when a little blue bird flew out of the screen 

and landed right in front of my nose. I and everyone else in the audi .. 

ence reached out a hand to touch the bird, for we each, at our differ .. 

ent locations, saw it right in front of us. During the viewing of a long 

feature, the reaching eventually subsides as the audience comes to 

take for granted a representational world with persuasive depth but 

no solidity. The question then becomes, What kinds of stories is such 

a high .. sensory technology suited to tell us? Filmmakers have just 

begun to answer that question, but the first two feature films made 

with the IMAX technology look much more like Star Trek's Lucy 

Davenport than like Huxley's Three Weeks in a Helicopter. 

Across the Sea of Time (1995) is a modest story of a Russian immi .. 

graI).t boy, Tomas, who has magically arrived in contemporary New 

York to trace the path of an immigrant relative with the help of stere .. 
o· h ptlcon p otos from the turn of the century. The story provides a 

pretext for spectacular photography, including the helicopter shots 
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Huxley was already lamenting in the 1930s, here accompanied by the 

sound of violin crescendos as we swing across the Brooklyn Bridge. 

But these panoramas, like the billboard ads and insurance blimps 

caught by the camera, are there to pay the rent by making the 

film serve as a good tourist attraction. They are not that much more 

striking than the familiar two-dimensional versions or the large

format films shown in amusement parks or planetariums. The three ... 

dimensional panoramas do become striking, however, when they are 

anchored by the foreground figure of the young boy. When Tomas is 

standing on the parapet of a skyscraper and looking at the vast spaces 

of the city, we are taken out of the generic landsc'ape of tourist spec ... 

tacle and placed in a very present dramatic moment. Such moments 

indicate that this is a technology that is ready to tell more intimate 

stories. 
A large part of the pleasure of the film lies in the original black-

and ... white stereopticon photos. Even though the people in these 

photos appear rather like cutouts in a diorama-like scene b.ox, the es

tablishing of multiple planes animates them. The three-dlmenslo
nal 

projection becomes a resurrection of the dead; we are given the a~il
iry to see them and to see the world through their eyes wlth stunrung 
immediacy. The joy of a particular day on the beach at Coney Island 

is made palpable in the way a pair of lovers are leaning toward one 

another and in the weight of a girl's arm around her friend's shoulder 

as they laugh and enjoy their holiday. The sensation of resurrection is 

even stronger in a photo taken of three workers, two white and one 

black, digging a tunnel for a subway. We enter the deep tunnel and 

feel the dank, claustrophobic confinement. We look at the posture 

and feel the exhausting labor. Here is the very antithesis of the feely, 

yet it is delivered in the exact technology Huxley distrusted. These 

stereopticon images wedded to film are used not to distance us from 

reality or to present oversized, dehumanized "stars," but to bring us 

close to the plain working folk whose experiences make up the true 

but hidden history of a great ciry. The technology does not make 

them larger than life, only more present to us. 
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One of the reasons the subway scene works so well is that three ... 

dimensional photography is particularly impressive for enclosed 

spaces. Perhaps the most successful dramatic moment comes early in 

the film when the boy is a stowaway on a boat leaving Ellis Island. As 

Tomas cowers in the cramped hull of the ship, surrounded by the cold 

metal of the ship's pipes and machinery, a huge but kindly ... looking 

stranger opens the door of his hiding place, reaches forward and ex ... 

tends to the boy a paper lunch bag. Sitting in the audience I could al ... 

most feel the lunch bag in my lap, and I experienced the generosity of 

the moment almost personally because I was so physically grounded 

in the boy's surroundings. In a conventional movie such a moment 

would have to be emphasized by close ... up shots of the boy's face ex ... 

pressing his feelings of gratitude. In a 3 ... 0 film, the audience can be so 

closely identified with the situation of a character that such reaction 

shots are unnecessary. 

But at this very moment in the film comes an event that I found 

quite jarring. When the lunch bag is placed before us, a small hand 

reaches, as if from behind us, to take it. The audience sees only the 

back of the hand, which we recognize as belonging to the boy-but I 

also immediately thought of operating it, as if it were a cursor in a 

videogame! Similarly, toward the end of the movie we are on a won ... 

derfully realized street in contemporary Greenwich Village. It is a 

documentary shot-at street level, no spectacular helicopters just 

life on that street comer at that moment. A couple in what would or ... 

dinarily be the background crosses the street. But there is no back ... 

ground. I am there. My attention is caught, and I want to follow that 

couple and see what their story is. Instead, the camera relentlessly 

drags me into a bar on the comer with the young boy. Again, I see a 

'wonderfully detailed environment. Behind the bar are prints of some 

of the same stereopticon photos we have been seeing. I want to move 

doser, to lean into the shot and get a better view, but the camera 

stays with the dramatic action of the scene, namely, Tomas's conver ... 

sation with the bartender. I am uncomfortable at these moments be ... 

cause the three ... dimensional photography has put me in a virtual 
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space and has thereby awakened my desire to move through it au

tonomously, to walk away from the camera and discover the world on 

my own. 
The tension between watching a movie and being in a virtual 

place is even stronger in the more ambitious but less successful Wings 

of Courage (1995), a full-length IMAX feature that teUs the story of 

the pioneer aviator Henri Guillaumet, who crashed his biplane in the 

Andes in 1930 and walked for siX days and five nights through the 

snow to his rescue. Huxley's helicopter rules again in spectacular 

flight sequences that emphasize the fragility of the small planes 

against the vastness of the lonely mountains. But my immersion in 

these scenes was constandy disrupted by the director's shifting from 

interior to exterior shots and from one point of view to another. Such 

frequent cuts would be good practice for a conventional film (they 

would help the audience see the full picture), but they are out of 

place in a three-dimensional film, which can place me so concretely 

in space I become dizzy when shifting my point of view. 
Again, it is the smaller places in the film that are the most arrest .. 

ing-a romantic period cafe, a cluttered office, Henri's girlfriend'~ 
cozy parlor. When the camera puts the audience at the same cafe 

table as the actors, the edge of the table is in the foreground and we 

can see to the left and right as well as across the table. When the 

waiter moves around the table, we see him from all angles. It is only 

when the camera angle switches that we are unpleasandy jarred from 

our trance of feeling that we are actually there. 
Perhaps the most compelling environment in the film is the cave 

that Henri makes beside the wreckage of the plane. It is here that I 

experienced a surprising intimation of the dramatic potential of this 

medium. The hero Henri is describing, in voice-over, his plans for 

survival, carefully calculating the distance he must walk to safety and 

the time it will take to get there, as ifhe is writing in a pilot's logbook. 

His public voice is full of stoic resolve. But from the back of my 

headset comes a fearful whisper: "It can't be done. It simply can't be 

done." The filmmaker has taken me inside Henri's mind with star-
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ding effect. In some ways it is a Huxleyan moment. The audience 

is plugged into a sound machine, and it is goosing us. But in the con .. 

text of the film, Henri's whisper of self .. doubt is a moment of unmedi .. 

ated intimacy. It gave me chills not because of the gimmickry but 

because it brought me into unexpected closeness with this particular 

human being in his struggle for courage. At this one moment in an 

otherwise uninvolving story, I could sense the potential of this tech .. 

nology to take us seamlessly into a character's mind. The three~ 
dimensional sound and images held out the possibility of a dramatic 

art form that can juxtapose the inner and the outer life as easily and 

gracefully as prose. 

Riding the Movies 

Huxley's fears are more fully realized in the sensation .. oriented _.#t'-' 

amusement park attractions that promise to let you "ride the r ( 1 ~ 
movies" I th" . I I t!, .. ,).. . n IS IncreasIng y popu ar entertainment, the rider is '/' --( ,l "' . 

placed on a hydraulically controlled movable platform or seat that ;' ~ 

~ts, twists, pitches, and shakes in synchronization with large moving C wJ 

l~ages and ~nvironmental sound; an apparatus that seems very much 

like Huxley s pneumatic feely stalls. The concept of "riding" a movie 

fits the general strategy of entertainment industry conglomerates to 

create multiple "marketing windows" for the same imaginative prod .. 

uct. If audiences loved to watch the DeLorean in Back to the Future or 

the motorcycle chases in Robocop or the magic carpet ride in Aladdin, 

they are primed to spend their money on rides based on these films. 

The first such attraction was the four .. minute Star Tours, a ride devel .. 

o~ed in the early 1980s by two masters of cross .. merchandising, Walt 

DIsney Company and Lucasfilm. Star Tours was an immediate sue .. 

cess. 
b' The "movie ride" is engineered for strong visceral effects. It com

lnes the surprises of the funhouse with the terrors of the roller 

c~aster. According to Douglas Trumbull, who went from doing spe .. 

clal ,effects in science fiction movies to making simulator rides, the 
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aim is "to create an environmental total sensory experience that 

wows you right into the screen and you go into the movie."B AB with 

three-dimensional films, the marketing emphasis is on the midway
bigger is better and biggest is best. So part of the attraction of Back to 

the Future, a ride that cost $16 million and uses three hundred 

speakers, twenty laser disc players, fifty miles of electrical wire, sixty 

video monitors, two 80-foot projection screens, and twenty comput

ers, is that it is carefully engineered to provide the maximum thrill, to 

leave the rider breathless. "This ride can exert up to 1.8 Gs of force as 
it tilts and twists," says the Web page for the ride. "Compare the lowly 

airline jet, which rarely reaches 1.5 Os!" 
But the movie .. rides are providing evidence that audiences are not 

satisfied by intense sensation alone. Once people do go "into" the 

movie, they want more than a roller .. coaster ride; they want a story. 

Developers have lately been expanding the duration of the rides and 

are adding more characters and incidents to them to meet the rider's 

expectation of dramatic action. Most ambitiously, they are giving the 
rider more freedom to direct the ride and more opportunity to affect 

the unfolding story. The model is changing from one in which a rider 

is swept along in an exciting action to one in which a "guest" is paying 

a visit to an enticing place. For instance, on the Aladdin ride at Walt 

Disney World based on the animated feature film, you are seated on a 

magic carpet and allowed to move freely through the fantasy city of 

Agrabah. Because the developers had dynamically generated com

puter images rather than photographs, they were able to expand the 
world of film and to create an attraction that allows for multiple possi-

ble experiences. Guests are drawn into the town by the charm of its 

minarets, the mysteries of its back streets, and the presence of ani.

mated characters. They are given a role in the story, and their move .. 

ments are motivated by the task of finding a hidden scarab. The 

Aladdin model suggests the possibility of a new kind of movie -ride, an 

adventure experience that is driven by the guests's curiosity and the 

beauty of the explorable world rather than by rushes of adrenaline. 
Aladdin is an exception to the general trend, however, if only be-
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cause of the high level of t h ' 1 , " ec nlca resources that Disne h 
Into It, Including special S'l' G h' y as poured 
images in real time Fo pu ers to generate the 

1 Icon rap lCS com t 

be hundreds of m~nir;d::e~ o~e sucl~ a~traction there will probably 

k 
' ase on lmlted movement d h 

s etchler environments and t d ' an muc ocuse on combat b t 
within the virtual enviro F h e ween customers nment. urt ermore th 1'£ 
even the high- d' . " ' e pro ueration of 

en ImagInative nde still raises the d' t' 
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another. See the movie I Rid th ' 1 a a vertIse one . e e Slmu ator I Play th I Th 
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ments of closeness with a particular h b s. 0 s an ar ewer mo-uman elng. li..,~ . . ,,,,,, 

Dramatic Storytelling in Electronic Games 

While linear formats like novels 1 ' 
more multiform and pa t' , ' pays, and stones are becoming 

r lClpatory the new 1 ' 
have been developing n . ~ e ectromc environments 

arratlve lormats of their Th 
commercial success and th . own. e largest e greatest creatIve eft t' d" 1 
tive have so far been in th f or In 19lta narra .. e area 0 computer g M h 
effort has gone into th d 1 ames. uc of this e eve opment of mor d 'I d 
environments and faster " e eta! e visual response tIme Imp 11 
ers to enjoy more varied finger-twitchU: ch rovements ~ owing play-
suasively rendered oppone t Th g, allenges against more per .. 

n s. e narratIve f h 
is thin, and is ofren imported from oth d' content 0 t ese games 
and stereotypical ch Th' er me 1a or supplied by sketchy 

aracters. IS lack of sto d h 
wildly popular figures l'k h M ' ry ept makes even 

fi 
1 e t e ano brothers of th M I 

ghters impossible to transl t . e orta Kombat tn. Ii' a e mto successful movie heroes. 
. act, In many maze .. based gam h volvement in the 0 es t e story works against in .. 

game. ne teenage fa f h X 
enjoyed the fighting f h not e .. Men, for instance, 

moves 0 t e characters in the Clone W7: wars game, 
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which involves an invasion by the evil Phalanx, but found that the 

story line was inhibiting his ability to play. The game is structured so 

that the player is one of the X,men, who must save Earth from an in' 

vasion by the evil Phalanx forces . The X,men need the help of Mag' 

neto, a superhero who lives in a satellite stronghold. But in order to 

reach Magneto, the X,men must battle Magneto's soldiers in maze 

level after murderous maze level while receiving regular bulletins on 

the many countries that have fallen to the Phalanx. "Why should I 

want to kill these guys?" the player wanted to know. "We should all 

be working together." In order to make the conflict with the Phalanx 

the climax of the game, the developers had come up with a story of 

futile killing. As in many such games, the Clone Wars plot is con' 

tained in brief segments of text shown between the maze levels. The 

teenager wound up turning the story segments off altogether, as many 

players do with fighting games. 
Electronic puzzle games rely less on violence than do twitch games. 

They also have a slower pace of engagement, since the player must 

figure out how to work the magic lever or where to search for the se

cret key. Although puzzle games can subordinate the story to the 

game play, just as the fighting games do, many puzzle games take ad

vantage of this slower pace to offer a richer level of story satisfaction. 

In playing the early but still lovingly remembered text,based adven, 

ture game Planetfall (Infocom, 1983), you are a lowly deckhand on 

the spaceship Feinstein, which is soon destroyed by an explosion. 

Landing on a mysteriously deserted planet, you must survive long 

enough to figure out how to get away. In an abandoned laboratory, 

you find a deactivated robot, Floyd. Once you figure out how to turn 

Floyd on again, you are no longer alone. Wherever you go from then 

on within this baffling and dangerous world, Floyd is always there, 

chattering affectionately, begging for attention, playing with a rubber 

ball, and eagerly providing information and small services. After liv' 

ing through many adventures with Floyd, you reach the door of the 

radiation lab that contains a crucial piece of equipment. Inside the 

room are loud and dangerous mutants. As you stand outside the door 
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listening to the murderous clamor, Floyd volunteers with characteris .. 

tic childlike loyalty-"Floyd go get," he says-and rushes into the 

deadly chamber without giving you a chance to stop him. After ac .. 

complishing his mission, Floyd emerges "bleeding" oil and dies in 

your arms. 

At this point the game changes from a challenging puzzle to an 

evocative theatrical experience. The escape from the planet contin .. r 

ues, but without Floyd's company the player feels lonely and be .. ~r l" 

reaved. ..;r T'r ( 

h 
{'./ ., ,t( 

T e memory of Floyd the Robot's noble self, sacrifice remains with 

players even years later as something directly experienced. "He sacri .. 

ficed himself for me," is the way one twenty .. year .. old former player 

described it to me. Even those who speak of it less personally ("When 

you get to that room, he goes in to save you") convey a sense of won .. 

der at the unexpected and touching quality of the gesture. The death 

of Floyd is a minor milestone on the road from puzzle gaming to an 

expressive narrative art. It demonstrates that the potential for com .. 

pelling computer stories does not depend on high .. tech animation or 

expensively produced video footage but on the shaping of such dra .. 

matic moments. 

On the other hand, some game designers are making good use of 

film techniques in enhancing the dramatic power of their games. For 

instance, the CD .. ROM game Myst (1993) achieves much of its im .. 

mersive power through its sophisticated sound design. Each of the 

different areas of the game is characterized by distinctive ambient 

sounds, like the whistling of wind through the trees or the lapping of 

waves on the shore, that reinforce the reality of fantasy worlds which 

ate really just a succession of still images. Individual objects ~re also 

re~de.red more concrete by having them ping, thump, and whirr ap .. 

pr?pnately when manipulated. Wandering through a sinister fortress 

h~d~away, I hear a musical motif that gets darker and more foreboding 

WltHreach step and reaches an emotional peak when I uncover a sev .. 

ered head. The music track works as a game technique: it provides a 

clue that I am mouse .. clicking along in the right direction, like the 
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hot and cold clues in a game of treasure hunt. But it is not gamelike 

in tone. Instead, the solemnity of the music reinforces my feeling of 

having come in immediate contact with a terrible act of depravity. 

The music shapes my experience into a dramatic scene, turning the 

act of discovery into a moment of dramatic revelation. 
r Games hold the potential for more powerful moments of revelation 

than they currently make use of. Some years ago I was drawn into 

playing a compelling arcade game while on vacation with my husband 

and children. We had just entered the game room to give the kids a 

treat, when I spotted a large .. format TV screen in front of a laser gun 

in the shape of a six .. shooter. On the screen a cowboy was standing in 

front of a low .. cost version of the kind ofTY Western set I spent much 

of my childhood watching. "Howdy, partner," he said, and asked for 

some help in running some bad guys out of town. I was immediately 

hooked. It was clear to me that this was the game 1'd been waiting for 

all my life. I shot my way cheerily through the jail, saloon, livery stable, 

and bank, knocking off the bad guys not quite as fast as the game 

knocked off my supply of quarters. I was lost in a state of deep reverie. 

Eventually my son and daughter ran out of quarters and came to find 

me. As I turned toward them, I was conscious of being two very differ .. 

ent people: the fervently pacifist mother who had taken them on 

peace marches and forbidden all military toys and guns and the six .. 

shooting cowgirl who had grown up identifying with Annie Oakley 

and Wyatt Earp. I would not claim that Mad Dog McCree, the game I 

was playing, was a masterful piece of storytelling. But the moment of 

self .. confrontation it provoked, the moment in which I was suddenly 

aware of an authentic but disquieting side of myself, seems to me to be 

the mark of a new kind of dramatic experience. 
Although economic and social forces may never move the estab .. 

lished game industry far past the lucrative shoot .. 'em .. ups and puzzle 

mazes, there is no reason why more sophisticated developers could 

not make stories that have more dramatic resonance and human im .. 

port to them, stories that, unlike Huxley's feelies, mean something, 

just as Floyd's death is meaningful in the adventure game Planetfau, 
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the revelation of murder is meaningful in Myst, and the revelation of 

my own capacity for violence was meaningful to me in that arcade. 

Story Webs 

Th~ accessibility of the World Wide Web has introduced a growing 

a~dle~ce to hypertext fiction. Hypertext is a set of documents of any 

kInd (Images, text, charts, tables, video clips) connected to one an .. 

other by links. Stories written in hypertext can be divided into 

scrolling "pages" (as they are on the World Wide Web) or screen .. size 

"cards" (as they are in a Hypercard stack), but they are best thought 

of as segmented into generic chunks of information called "lexias" (or 

reading units).9 Paper pages are bound into books in a single se .. 

quence; paper index cards must be arranged with no more than one 

card before and one after them even though they can be more easily 

searched in nonsequential order. But screen .. based pages and cards 

become lexias: they occupy a virtual space in which they can be pre .. 

ceded by, followed by, and placed next to an infinite number of other 

lexias. Lexias are often connected to one another with "hyperlinks" 

(or "hot words"), that is, words that are displayed in color to alert the 

reader/viewer that they lead someplace else. For example, if I were 

writing this book as a hypertext, I would display the word lexias in the 

~hird sentence of this paragraph in color as a hot link instead of plac ... 

lng a superscript number next to it to indicate an endnote. Mouse ... 

clicking on the word would bring up a new screen displaying the 

information on who invented the term and who applied it to elec .. 

tronic text, information that is now hidden at the back of the book. 

~ther hyperlink might lead out of my book entirely and straight 

mto a book by Roland Barthes or George Landow, or it could lead to 

~ short bibliographical annotation that would pop up on the screen 

like,a sticky note, appearing and disappearing at the will of the reader. 

A smgle lexia may contain many links, or it may contain no links at 

all, thereby gluing readers to the page or allowing them to move only 

fonvard or backward, as the pages of a book do. The existence ofhy .. 
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pertext has given writers a new means of experimenting with segmen .. 

tation, juxtaposition, and connectedness. Stories written in hypertext 

. generally have more than one entry point, many internal branches, 

and no clear ending. Like the multiform life stories imagined by 

Borges and Lightman, hypertext narratives are intricate, many .. 

threaded webs. 
Hypertext formats are not new as intellectual structures. The Tal· 

mud, for instance, is a giant hypertext consisting of biblical text sur .. 

rounded by commentaries by multiple rabbis. Literary works are 

hypertextual in their allusions to one another. In the twentieth cen· 

tury the allusiveness has grown so dense that a work like James 

Joyce's Ulysses is almost impossible to understand without accompa .. 

nying pointers to other works, including a map of Dublin. The Dic· 
tionary of the Khazars, one of the multiform texts discussed earlier, is a 

print.based hypertext with entries that point to one another, making 

possible many coherent reading sequences. Although hypertext is not 

new as a way of thinking and organizing experience, it is only with the 

I 
emergence of the computer that hypertext writing has been at .. 

tempted on a large scale. 
The hypertext formats of the 1990s support many kinds of narra .. 

tive writing, from voyeuristic soap operas aimed at advertising rev .. 

enues to postmodemist experimental fiction for university students. 

The first widely successful hypertext narrative is The Spot, a sexually 

titillating soap opera about a group of West Coast yuppies living in a 

beach house who post their diary entries regularly on the Web.
IO 

Readers can hop through the various diaries to compare different ver .. 

sions of the same event; can search through past events to catch up 

on the plot; and can even participate in the story by posting opinions, 

advice, or their own stories to a bulletin board in which the simulated 

characters participate along with fans. The characters in The 
Spot play to the prurient interests of the fans with a kind of se~. 
mocking soft .. core exhibitionism. For instance, in answer to one fan s 

challenge to prove that the diaries are being written in real time, 
d' d d' in a 

a character posted a picture of herself, as uecte , stan lng 
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bikini in front of the refrigerator and holding a strawberry. This cy .. 

berspace striptease, however appalling, is also indicative of the real 

innovation behind this otherwise banal and poorly written soap. The 

dramatic action is not in the canned story created by the writers 

alone but in the spontaneously improvised exchanges between the 

simulated characters and the participating fans. In defter hands such 

audience engagement could provide imaginative, not just sexual, ex .. 

citement. 

The literary publisher Eastgate Systems distinguishes its products 

from both pornographic "Web soaps" and games by calling them "se .. 

rious hypertext." The pioneering work in this genre is Michael Joyce's 

Afternoon (1987), written in the Storyspace hypertext system, which 

he codesigned with Jay David Bolter and John Smith specifically for 

the purpose of writing narrative as a set of linked text blocks. After .. 
noon contains 539 carefully crafted lexias and begins with one (al .. 

though it does not necessarily come first) entitled "I Want to Say"; 

this lexia consists of a single compelling sentence: "I want to say I 

may have seen my son die today." From here the reader is sent click .. 

ing through the cardlike lexia to find out more. 

There is a lot to learn about the narrator, Peter, and about his ex .. 

wife, lovers, and friends, but most readers are not able to determine 

whether his son is alive or dead or what Peter may have seen at the 

site of a roadside accident. Instead, the reader circles through a com .. 

plex web of lexia, each of which has several possible links to follow 

including a default "next" lexia, which appears in answer to a tap of 

the return key. There is no overview of the work's structure, and the 

"hot word" links do not offer much of a clue to the content to which 

they lead. To complicate things further, Joyce has programmed some 

of the links to force the reader to return to the same lexia again and 

again in order to be permitted to go to new places in the story. This 

co~tinual circling through a confusing and contradictory space, 

frelghted with anxiety about the death of a child and irritation at 

Peter's self .. absorbed behavior, is reminiscent of a familiar Star Trek 
plot- the one where the holodeck malfunctions; the characters act 
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out of role; and no matter what the crew members try, they cannot 

get out of the system. 
But to the postmodernist writer, confusion is not a bug but a fea .. 

ture. In the jargon of the postmodern critics, Joyce is intentionally 

"problematizing" our expectations of storytelling, challenging us to 

construct our own text from the fragments he has provided. In the 

most praised effect of the story, he conceals a key section in a ~ay that 

mirrors the protagonist's self .. deceit. Only after repeated evaSlons can 

\readers reach the lexia in which Peter will cal~ his therapist and face 

his memory of his own culpability in the accldent. For readers who 

tnjoy the textured verbal labyrinth of Afternoon, there is a particular 

pleasure in coming to this section, although it does not have the fina~
ity of an ending or of an unambiguous solution to a my~tery. In,stead It 

deepens the range of possible interpretations of Peter s ~orrung and 
afternoon.11 The architectural playfulness of Afternoon, lts construc .. 

tion as a series of discrete lexia linked by overlapping paths, and the 

poetic shaping of its individuallexia mark it as the first nar~ative to l~y 
claim to the digital environment as a home for serious hterature In 

new formats. 
Much of the writing on the World Wide Web in 1996 is in standard 

short story format, perhaps with a few pictures or graphics added in; 

most writers have taken only limited advantage of the opportunity to 

write in hypertext structures. But the generation now in college grew 

up using encyclopedias on CD-ROMs and even maldng hypercard 

projects in the computer lab. In college, where they have an Internet 

connection that is faster than what they had at home, they use the 

World Wide Web as their primary source of reference material. They 

make their own hypertext self .. portraits, in the form of personal 

"home pages," which they publish on the Web. Meanwhile, elemen .. 

tary and high schools are hooking up to the Internet in greater num .. 

bers every year. Unlike the first users of the medium, the next 

generation of writers will take the hypertext format for granted. As 

they come into greater expressiveness, they will bring the tangled 

structures of the current Web into more coherent order. 
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Computer Scientists as Storytellers 

While dramatic and written narrative traditions have moved closer 

to the computer and computer .. based entertainments have become 

more storylike, computer science itself is moving into domains that 

were previously the province of creative artists. Researchers in fields 

like virtual reality and artificial intelligence, who have traditionally 

looked to the military for technical challenges and funding, have re .. 

cently turned from modeling battlefields and smart weapons to mod .. 

eling new entertainment environments and new ways of creating 

fictional characters. These changes promise to greatly expand the 

representational power of the computer. 

For instance, at Mitsubishi Electronics Research Laboratory re .. 

searchers have created an appealing software environment that lets 

people at distant locations move through the same imaginary land .. 

scape. Diamond Park appears on large display screens as a grassy 

gathering place with bike trails, an outdoor restaurant, and inviting 

gazebos drawn in a vaguely turn .. of .. the .. century style. 12 The bike 

trails are important because one of the first interfaces to this environ .. 

ment is a stationary bicycle equipped with a video display screen. You 

can move along the virtual trails by pedaling, just as you would move 

down a racecourse in an arcade driving game by stepping on the ped .. 

als of the car. But the difference here is that instead of racing forward, 

you can move in any direction (even off the paths), and the picture 

before you will change appropriately, reflecting your own position. 

You will also appear on the screen of other users, and they will appear 

on your screen as "avatar" figures (in this case, as animated drawings 

of people riding bicycles). Wearing a small microphone and head .. 

~hones, you can talk to the other people as they come near; you can 

also pick up ambient sound, like music playing in the cafe. The bicy .. 

cLeinterface acts like the vehicles in a movie .. ride in that it makes the 

distances seen on the screen seem much more concrete by tying the 

visual movement to a kinetic environment. However, here the world 

is not built for adrenaline rushes but for socializing and exploration. 
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Sites like these (with or without bicycles) mark the future of the 

MUDs and chat rooms of the current Internet. 
How present could we be in such environments? We could have 

our actual faces photographed in real time and mapped onto the 

avatars in the software. We could experience the virtual world not as 

a flat screen but as a virtual reality (VR) "pod" that surrounds us on 

six sides, like the holodeck. Although we would not have a holodeck 

chair to sit on, we could have something like a feely knob. We could 

wear clothing equipped with "tactors" that push back at us with the 

same pressure and texture as real objects. We could even hook the 

tactors up to distant objects, so that wearing a special glove we would 

"feel" the weight of an actual moon rock being lifted by a robot 

equipped with special sensors. Or we could hook up surgical instru .. 

ments with tactors and attach them to a computer model of a patient, 

so that the images we would see would be reinforced by the appropri .. 

ate feel of living tissue. Gamemakers are already adopting tactor 

technology to make more viscerally satisfying joysticks, and although 

the joysticks will not convey the sensation of a kiss, they will make for 

a more satisfying gun recoil or car collision. 
Even without these force sensors, some VR installations of the 

1990s are so visually present that interactors think they have touched 

things in the virtual world, including one another, even when they 

have not. One of the most intriguing such installations is the Place .. 
holder world created by Brenda Laurel and Rachel Strickland for In .. 

terval Research Corporation in California.13 Laurel, who holds the 

world's first Ph.D. in interactive narrative, has been designing games 

and user interfaces since the 1970s.14 A critic of the conventional VR 

navigation system (in which users navigate by moving their hand or 

jiggling their head), Laurel designed an environment in which the sys .. 

tem follows the changing full .. body positions of people who move 

around in a natural way. Interactors wear VR helmets (which contain 

the three .. dimensional visual display) and body sensors and must limit 

their movements to a "magic circle" marked out by rocks on the floor 

(an echo of the fairy ring, which is a traditional place of enchant;. 
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ment). Once inside the Placeholder world, they can enter the bodies 

of virtual animals and move as they move. For instance, if a woman in 

the crow's body spreads her arms, she sees her crow wings extend and 

her perspective changes as her crow body lifts off the ground. By 

swooping and banking appropriately she can take an exhilarating 

flight along a waterfall. Placeholder uses visual and sound motifs from 

the world of mythology to encourage collaborative imaginative play 

between pairs of interactors. It purposely avoids the commercial char .. 

acters and weapon .. driven competitive games of the movie .. rides and 

arcade .. style simulators. ~aceho~der suggests !.~at reality technology 
~~n create a kind of sta ~~~~iQL~9UJt iIJ1pro jsati~(play~,~ - - "._"" 

Perhaps the least encumbered holodeck experience available right 

now is in front of the twelve .. foot computer screen set up by the 

ALIVE project of MIT's Media Lab as a "magic mirror" in which in .. 

teractors see their own reflection placed beside the cartoon images of 

virtual characters designed in the lab. is In one scenario a little pup .. 

petlike child follows you around and tries to get your attention. In an .. 

other a hamster scurries around, coming to you when you pick up 

some virtual food and hiding behind you when a foxlike predator is 

released. In a third a frisky dog named Silas will play fetch with you. 16 

These attractive creatures live within the magic mirror as if it were a 

real three .. dimensional space, an alternate reality echoing the rug 

area on which the interactor moves. 

The Wonderland creatures on the other side of this looking glass 

are called "intelligent agents." They are computer .. based characters 

with complex inner lives who can sense their environment, experi .. 

ence appetites and mood changes, weigh conflicting desires, and 

.choose among different strategies to reach a goal. They are persua .. 

~f,vely alive because their behaviors are complicated and sponta .. 

n~ous. They are quite life .. size and they appear to be in real space 

~.th the interactor. Although they are still a very long way from Cap .. 

tam Janeway's romantic Lord Burleigh, such agents do have an inde .. 

pendent existence of sorts and are significant steps on the road to 

beU~vable holodeck characters. 
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When I play with Silas and his friends in front of the giant screen, 

they seem as alive as the animated figures in a movie-except that I 

am also in the movie. I have been prepared for this experience by 

watching so many movies that mix live and animated figures. How .. 

ever it is much easier for me to suspend my disbelief in the existence 

of t~ese creatures when someone else is interacting with me. The lit .. 

tle puppetlike girl, for instance, came completely to life for me on the 

day when I was with a group showing the actress Lily Tomlin through 

the lab. Tomlin sat down on the carpet and patted the place beside 

her as the little figure shyly moved closer; the actress's gesture turned 

the interaction into a relationship, the beginning of a story of a devel .. 

oping intimacy. But seeing myself in the mirror, in my own ordinary 

clothes, which tell me I am in Cambridge rather than in Wonderland, 

I have a harder time sustaining the illusion. 
Nevertheless, a floor .. to .. ceiling computer screen is an impressive 

way to display a virtual world. When the Media Lab setup is not in 

use for these advanced projects, graduate students play Doom by pro .. 

jecting its cavelike landscape on the screen and standing in front of it 

holding a plastic gun. The camera attached to the screen tracks the 

player's actions and sends messages to the game as if the player were 

holding a joystick. On the day I took a turn playing, the gun was 

not firing, but the fluid navigation through the enormous three .. 

dimensional spaces was rapturous in itself. 
In addition to creating vivid virtual worlds we can enter and fie .. 

tional characters we can interact with, researchers are also develop .. 

ing complex computer models of plot. For instance, at Carnegie 

Mellon University, the Oz group, led by Joseph Bates, applies artificial 

intelligence techniques to storytelling.l7 One project of the group is 

based on an existing text .. based computer game called Deadline.
1s 

Their goal is to customize the events of the murder mystery for each 

individual player so that the clues, red herrings, and revelations ar .. 

rive at a satisfying pace, no matter what the player chooses to do. 

Deadline takes place in a mansion where there are suspects to be in~. 
terviewed and physical evidence to discover. It is designed around a 
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time scheme, so that if the detective does nothing to prevent it, a sec .. 

ond murder takes place midway through the story. The Oz group an .. 

alyzed all of the possible paths a player might take through the story 

and identified the ones that are the most satisfying. They then fed 

this information to a complex mathematical procedure called "adver .. 

sary search," which is similar to the algorithms used in chess .. playing 

systems, and which can calculate the optimal response to any action 

of the player in order to coax the player toward the most interesting 

narrative paths. A story system based on this design would eliminate 

the confused thrashing that accompanies much computer game Play .. / 

ing by moving the interactor forward, not necessarily toward the so .. 

lution to the puzzle but toward the most dramatically engaging 

encounters. 

All of this research is still in the laboratory for now, but it is excit .. 

ing to think about what it might add up to if all these technologies are 

combined. Imagine a visit to an entertainment venue of the late 

twenty .. first century, the equivalent of a movie theater. The equiva .. 

lent of a hit movie for the year 2097 might perhaps begin with a walk 

through a three .. dimensional projected environment looking much 

like the theme .. based restaurants and parks of our time or like the dig .. 

ital sets that are increasingly common in contemporary movies. We 

would be able to move the images around by moving our hands; for 

example, we might pick an illusory apple from a bowl of fruit or move 

an illusory chair. We would feel the weight and texture of these ob .. 

jects, although we could not eat the apple or sit on the chair. We 

would meet characters within this world who would sense our pres .. 

ence and converse with us; they would become as familiar to us as the 

J~haracters in a beloved book or film. We would enter the story, and 

the plot would change according to our actions while still sustaining 

its power to surprise and delight us. What would such stories be like? 

H,ow would we know what to do if we found ourselves inside one? AI .. 

tnough we cannot predict how far the technology will take us, it is ir .. 

r~sistible to speculate on such possibilities. 

Even the near .. term prospects are compelling. We are on the brink 
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I, 1 ' hts and filmmakers of a historic convergence as nove lStS, P aywng , , 
move toward multiform stories and digital formats; computer s~len .. 
tists move toward the creation of fictional worlds; and the audlence 

moves toward the virtual stage. How can we tell what is co~ing next? 

Judging from the current landscape, we can expect a contlnu~d loos .. 

ening of the traditional boundaries between games and st~r,les, be .. 

tween films and rides, between broadcast media (like televlslon and 

radio) and archival media (like books or videotape), between narra .. 

tive forms (like books) and dramatic forms (like theater or film), and 

even between the audience and the author. To underst,and the n~w 
genres and the narrative pleasures that will arise from thls heady miX" 

ture we must look beyond the formats imposed upon the computer 

by t~e older media it is so rapidly assimilating and identify those prop .. 

erties native to the machine itself. 
Beyond "Multimedia" 

T he birth of cinema has long been assigned to a single night: De .. 

cember 28, 1895. A group of Parisians, so the legend goes, were 

gathered in a darkened basement room of the Grand Cafe on the 

Boulevard des Capucines when suddenly the lifelike image of a 

mighty locomotive began moving inexorably, astonishingly toward 

them. There was a moment of paralyzed horror, and then the audi .. 

ence ran screaming from the room, as if in fear of being crushed by an 

actual train. This no doubt exaggerated account is based on an actual 

event, the first public showing of a group of short films that included 

'~rrival of a Train at La Ciotat Station" by the Lumiere brothers, who 

(like Edison in America) had just invented a reliable form of motion 

picture photography and projection. Film scholars have recently 

questioned whether the novelty .. seeking crowd really panicked at 

all. 1 Perhaps it was only later storytellers who imagined that the first 

projected film image, the novelty attraction of 1895, could have car .. 

ried with it the tremendous emotional force of the many thrilling 

fil~s that followed after it. The legend of the Paris cafe is satisfying to 

us now because it falsely conflates the arrival of the representational 
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